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18We present the deficiencies, lack of flexibility and inefficiency in the assignment of privileges, of traditional
19identity-based authorization models in structured Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks where user's Public Key Certifi-
20cates (PKCs) represent two roles, user's authentication and user's authorization, and the access to the network
21resources is controlled by Access Control Lists (ACLs). With these deficiencies in mind, we propose a complete
22new framework for authorization in structured P2P networks based on Attribute Certificates (ACs) which links
23the privileges of a user within the system with its identity (represented by a Public Key Certificate (PKC)). We
24also present a distributed certificate revocation system that can be establishedwithin the structured P2P network
25and does not need the intervention of any external server. We argue that the proposed separation between
26authentication and authorization yields a more flexible and secure authorization scheme for structured P2P
27networks while improving the efficiency of the assignment of privileges in comparison to the existing identity-
28based approaches.

29 © 2015 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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34 1. Introduction

35 Early Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systemswere intended for file-sharing pur-
36 poses which determine the guidelines adopted by access control solu-
37 tions deployed in such networks. Their open-nature and the free
38 availability of shared resources motivated researchers to focus more
39 on restricting the number of malicious nodes in the network than
40 implementing an authentication and authorization mechanism per se.
41 However, in recent years several P2P applications (audio and video con-
42 ferencing, multi-party games, content distribution, etc.) have emerged
43 which require a more fine-grained access control.
44 Several alternative schemes have been proposed in the literature to
45 try to solve the access control problem for this type of applications for
46 decentralized architectures and the lack of centralized online infrastruc-
47 tures. Structured Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems use: Internet Protocol (IP)
48 based [1] access control, web of trust [2], shared secret [3], decentralized
49 certification [4] or offline certification [3,5]. Regardless of the specific
50 model used, one property is common to all of them: Public Key Certifi-
51 cates (PKCs) (either self-signed or by a Trusted Third Party (TTP)) are
52 used for the authentication of users. However, these PKCs represent
53 two roles: user's authentication (who the user is) and user's authoriza-
54 tion (privileges of the user in the network: usernames allowing the user

55to join the network and to have a location in the ID space to store its re-
56sources, nodeIDs Q6establishing its location in the network and the re-
57sources it is responsible for, storage quota limiting the amount of data
58it can store in the network, etc.). Also, PKCs are complemented by
59using Access Control Lists (ACLs) to control the access to the network
60resources.
61However, the fact that PKCs are used for both authentication and au-
62thorization of users is not a good idea [6]. Including the identity and the
63privileges of a user (username, nodeID, services contracted, etc.) into
64the same certificate requires that both the identity and any privileges
65should have the same lifetime and should be issued by the same author-
66ity. In addition, every time a new privilege is added, removed or
67changed the certificate should be revoked and a new one should be cre-
68ated. This authorization approach is inefficient and does not consider
69scenarioswhere the identity of the users and their privileges are provid-
70ed by different entities.
71In the same way, ACLs perform well in operating systems or client–
72server architectures but not in structured P2P networks. In order to be
73usable, ACL's content has to be made public (to let the reader verify
74that the resource it is accessing has been created by an authorized
75user) revealing all the users' privileges over a resource and, therefore,
76affecting the privacy of users. Moreover, the fact that all the resource's
77replicas should be contacted in order to modify the resource's ACL for
78granting a new user privileges over it, makes this approach inefficient.
79Finally, despite the fact that most P2P applications use short-lived
80PKCs, the different nature of the privileges that can be assigned in a
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81 P2P system and the existence of applications with special security re-
82 quirements, would make revocation of privileges desirable in some
83 cases. Unfortunately, existing alternatives based on centralized servers
84 (such as the Certificate Revocation List (CRL) servers [7]) or trusted in-
85 termediary authorities (such as the Online Certificate Status Protocol
86 (OCSP) responders [8,9]), that should be contacted each time a certifi-
87 cate has to be checked, are not an option for P2P systems.
88 One specific example of protocol using the before commented tech-
89 niques (PKC + ACL), and therefore suffering from all the commented
90 drawbacks, is the IETF P2P standard REsource Location and Discovery
91 (RELOAD) protocol [3] and its usage for shared resources [10]. RELOAD
92 is the only existing standard for P2P networks and, although itwas initial-
93 ly designed with P2PSIP in mind, it can be utilized by other applications
94 with similar requirements, such as Scribe or P2PCast [11].
95 Considering the above limitations of the existing authorization ap-
96 proaches (including the only existing standard RELOAD) for structured
97 P2P networks, in this paper we present an new authentication frame-
98 work for structured P2P networks based on the recently published In-
99 ternet Attribute Certificate Profile for Authorization [6] that we adapt
100 and extend to make it suitable for structured P2P networks.
101 The main contributions of this paper are:

102 1. We present an analysis of the deficiencies of traditional identity-
103 based authorization models in structured P2P networks showing
104 their lack of flexibility, efficiency and privacy in the assignment of
105 privileges.
106 2. We propose and present a general framework for authorization in
107 structured P2P networks that not only solves the identified deficien-
108 cies but homogenizes the access control under a unique authorization
109 schema. Our framework is intended for structured P2P networks
110 where user resources are distributed over the network, but it could
111 be usedwith any P2P system that uses PKC as source of authentication.
112 3. We present of a distributed revocation system that can be established
113 within the structured P2P network and does not require the interven-
114 tion of any external server or trusted intermediate authority.
115 4. We evaluate (both theoretically and with simulations) of our frame-
116 work by applying it to the RELOAD protocol and by comparing it
117 against the RELOAD's original identity-based authorization model
118 concluding that the proposed approach's separation between au-
119 thentication and authorization supports a more flexible and secure
120 authorization schemewhile simultaneously improving the efficiency
121 of the assignment of privileges.

122 The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we intro-
123 duce structured P2P networks, Attribute Certificates and present an
124 overview of existing access control mechanisms for structured P2P net-
125 works along with their drawbacks which are discussed in Section 3.
126 Section 4 presents our proposed framework for authorization in struc-
127 tured P2P networks. In Section 5 we evaluate the proposed approach
128 by applying it to RELOAD and comparing it with the RELOAD's
129 identity-based model. Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusions of
130 the research conducted in this paper.

131 2. Related works

132 In this section we present the state of the art efforts in the area of
133 structured P2P networks, access control mechanisms for structured
134 P2P networks and introduce Attribute Certificates.

135 2.1. Structured P2P networks

136 Structured P2P networks maintain a Distributed Hash Table (DHT)
137 that makes each node responsible for a specific part of the content in
138 the network. These networks employ hash functions to assign identi-
139 fiers to each node and content in the network. In this way, when a
140 node wants to access certain resources, it first determines the node re-
141 sponsible for them and directs its search towards it.

142One of the most popular structured P2P networks is Chord [12],
143which is used in the RELOAD protocol [3]. Chord uses a logical ring as
144the underlaying structure for the routing of messages and the searching
145for keys.Within this ring, nodes are ordered clockwise, from 0 to 2m − 1

146(beingm the size in bits of the identifiers), according to their node ID. A
147hash function is used to create the Key IDs for any content (information)
148to be stored in the Chord network. Each node is responsible for storing
149all the Key IDs that are equal to or less than its own identifier but larger
150than the identifier of its predecessor in the ring. Also, for routing pur-
151poses, each node maintains a routing table with its predecessor and its
152successor in the ring, and a set of links to nodes located at different
153parts of the ring called fingers. A good survey of Peer-to-Peer overlay
154network schemes can be found in [13].

1552.2. Access control in structured P2P networks

156Early P2P systems were intended for file-sharing purposes. As a re-
157sult access control solutions were primarily influenced by file sharing
158for these structured P2P systems. Early structured P2P networks' access
159control was based on the generation of node-IDs by hashing a ‘unique’
160property of each node such as its IP address [1,12] or its public key
161[14]. The use of cryptographic puzzles, first described in [15], was also
162proposed in the literature to control the access of nodes to the network
163[5]. Besides, it is worth mentioning other decentralized access control
164systems based on the use of CAPTCHAs [16], the web of trust [2], social
165networks [17], a shared secret [3] or decentralized certification [4].
166However, the paper on The Sybil attack [18] shows that, without a
167logically centralized authority, it is impossible to limit the number of
168identities a user can obtain to access the network except under extreme
169and unrealistic assumptions of resource parity and coordination among
170entities. Taking into account this research, [5] and [19] proposed the in-
171troduction of an offline centralized CA in the system that assigns to each
172user a X.509 PKC [20] binding a node-ID, chosen randomly by the server,
173to a public key generated by the client and its username. These pro-
174posals are the basis of the access control schemes followed by actual
175structured P2P networks such as RELOAD [3]. A deeper analysis of the
176security of these schemes can be found in [21].
177With the aforementioned schemes, PKCs represent two roles: user's
178authentication and user's authorization (privileges of the user in the
179network: usernames allowing it to join the network and to have a loca-
180tion in the ID space to store its resources, nodeIDs establishing its loca-
181tion in the network and the resources it is responsible for, storage quota
182limiting the amount of data it can store in the network, etc.). In addition,
183access control over the P2P system's resources is built around these
184privileges declared in the user's PKC. P2P systems, like OceanStore
185[22] and Fairsite [23], use local Access Control Lists (ACLs) to determine
186the privileges of each user over an object. Each resource has an ACL as-
187sociated that contains the PKs Q7of the users authorized to access it. A
188user's request is digitally signed so that the node responsible for the re-
189source can check that the user's access is authorized. A similar approach
190is used in other systems (such as RELOAD [3]) to enable resource shar-
191ing by delegated ACLs [10]. Unfortunately, due to the fact that in some
192cases the node responsible for a resource may be malicious and give
193free read access to all the users of the network to a private resource it
194is responsible for, an additional security mechanism such as the use of
195cryptography (resource encryption) in conjunction with ACLs should
196be used (as described in [24,22]).

1972.3. Attribute Certificates

198Attribute Certificates are used for themanagement of privileges. These
199certificates are supported by an Attribute Authority (AA). This kind of en-
200tity complements the functionalities of the Certificate Authority (CA). But,
201instead of establishing certification of the identities associatedwith a par-
202ticular public key, the AA associates privileges to a PKC issued by another
203entity, with a different policy of certification, lifetime, etc.
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204 The concept of AC is thoroughly discussed in the ITU X.509 standard
205 [20] which establishes its definition and structure (that we present in
206 detail in Section 4.3), and recently in the RFC5755 [6]. This idea arises
207 from the problems of using one single certificate to establish identity
208 and privileges of a user. PKCs include privileges into the certificate
209 through the use of the extension ‘Subject directory attributes’. However,
210 the problem with PKCs is that they are designed to last for relatively
211 long periods of time especially when compared with the frequency of
212 change of rights or privileges. If a PKC is also used for this purpose, it
213 is necessary tomake a new one containing such privileges, and then re-
214 voke it whenever the privileges change.
215 Recent works [25,26], have already presented the advantages of
216 using Attribute Certificates (ACs) for authorization over traditional ap-
217 proaches (such as Kerberos [27] and Microsoft .NET passport [28]) in
218 distributed environments. However, to the best of our knowledge, no
219 previous research has discussed the AC model in P2P systems and has
220 presented a framework for authorization based on ACs to satisfy the
221 special requirements of structured P2P networks.

222 3. Access control discussion

223 As we have noted previously, structured P2P networks' access con-
224 trol is based on a combination of PKCs and ACLs that presents several
225 drawbacks. On the one hand, the use of the same PKC for both the au-
226 thentication and authorization of users is not a good idea:

227 • The fact that the user's privileges are included within the certificate
228 that also grants its access to the network determines that all the priv-
229 ileges will have the same lifetime, and the same as the certificate of
230 identity of the user. This is not acceptable because we may want to
231 allow a user to access different network services (voicemail, more
232 storage, new identifiers, etc.) during different periods of time.
233 • Any change in any of the privileges already incorporated in the PKC
234 forces the creation of a new PKC to update all the privileges.
235 • The inclusion of new privileges for a user (due to the inclusion of new
236 resources, the acquisition of newprivileges) also forces the creation of
237 a new PKC.
238 • Theuse of short-lived certificates is usually recommended for P2P sys-
239 tems. However, a change in any of the privileges included in the user's
240 PKC is enough tomake the certificate invalid. The use of certificates of
241 a very short duration would increase the load of the systemwhile the
242 lack of a specific revocation method for P2P systemsmakes it imprac-
243 tical to use an alternative revocationmethod because of the cost of in-
244 cluding the necessary infrastructure to implement a traditional
245 revocation system.
246 • From a security perspective, we found that it is necessary to separate
247 the network infrastructure from the applications or services running
248 over it. We therefore need a schema where different providers
249 (users or companies) could offer different services or applications to
250 the users of the network even if the network is managed by another
251 provider using simple and standardized mechanisms.
252 • Since users' PKCsmust be available to all the other users of the system
253 to allow their authentication (including all the user's privileges in the
254 same PKC), attacks on the privacy (need to know) of users by disclos-
255 ing all their privileges are possible.
256

257 On the other hand, the existing resource's access control mecha-
258 nisms donot fulfill all the security and flexibility requirements by them-
259 selves. The use of ACLs in structured P2P networks presents several
260 issues:

261 • This mechanism works well with simple access control policies that
262 are publicly accessible or private. However, the lack of a standardized
263 format for ACLs and the fact that they were not designed with distri-
264 bution systems in mind make the definition of more complicated ac-
265 cess control policies in P2P systems difficult and application specific.

266• Due to the fact that a structured P2P network replicate contents in
267several locations of the network, a change in the ACL of one resource
268forces a change in all the replicas even if the content has not been
269modified. It is not efficient to have to contact all the responsible
270nodes for a resourceID in a decentralized network each time we
271want to modify its access control policy and it should be avoided
272whenever possible.
273• ACLs need to be public to permit users requesting a shared resource to
274check its integrity. This is a serious privacy issue.

275

276Following the observations above, in the next section we propose a
277new authorization framework for structured P2P networks based on
278the use of Attribute Certificates to manage the privileges of users over
279the resources of the network.

2804. Proposed authorization framework for structured P2P networks

281After identifying the deficiencies of existing authorization mecha-
282nisms for structured P2P networks, we propose a new authorization
283framework for structured P2P networks. The proposed framework rep-
284resents an improvement in the flexibility and user's privileges manage-
285ment of the system compared to existing proposals. Some of these
286improvements are:

287• Separation of user's proof of identity (PKC used for authentication)
288from user's privileges (ACs used for authorization) that may be pro-
289vided by different entities and have different lifetimes, in comparison
290to existing identity-based proposal where both concepts are mixed in
291the same PKC and should have the same lifetime and be provided by
292the same entity.
293• Several alternatives can be used as source of authentication, either in-
294ternal to the system (self-signed certificates, offline CA, etc.) or exter-
295nal (TTP PKCs, Electronic Identity Cards, etc.), making it suitable for
296both open-access and restricted networks. Existing approaches can
297only use internal sources of authentication.
298• Homogeneity of the access control using the same authorization sche-
299ma, in comparison to existing approaches where some privileges are
300included in the users PKC (access to the network, access to the
301users' reserved resources, etc.) and others specified using system spe-
302cific ACLs (access to shared and delegated resources).
303• More efficient and anonymous access control policy over the re-
304sources, in comparison to the use of ACLs that are neither efficient
305(must be replicated with each resource) nor private (must be public
306in order to be checked).
307• Extra services may be provided by different entities (companies,
308users, etc.) within the network using the same authorization scheme,
309in comparison to existing approaches where the scheme is not exten-
310sible and in order to provide extra services ad-hoc mechanisms must
311be used.
312• Inclusion of a distributed revocation system established within the
313structured P2P network that does not require the intervention of
314any external server or trusted intermediate authority, in comparison
315to existing approaches where either no revocation is available or an
316external server must be contacted.

317

318In order to achieve these improvements, as start pointwe use the re-
319cently published Internet Attribute Certificate Profile for Authorization
320[6] that we adapt and extend to develop an attribute-based authentica-
321tion framework suitable for structured P2P networks.
322Fig. 1 shows an overview of the architecture of several possible sce-
323narios that can be addressed with our proposal. On the left side of the
324figure we can see several examples of authentication methods that
325can be used; some of them decentralized, such as a user generated
326self-signed certificate, and others centralized, such as an Electronic ID
327Card or an Identity certificate generated by an offline CA. We can also
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328 differentiate betweenwhatwe call pure certificates (situated complete-
329 ly on the left side of the figure, only containing authentication informa-
330 tion) and hybrid certificates (situated in the middle of both sides of the
331 figure, containing both authentication and authorization information).
332 In turn, the right side of thefigure represents possible authorization sce-
333 narios: a user A authorizing a user B accessing A's resources stored at a
334 user C in a decentralized P2P system, a System AA providing the neces-
335 sary credentials to access a centrally-managed structured P2P network
336 or some companies issuing privileges allowing the access to extra ser-
337 vices they provide through the structured P2P network infrastructure.
338 Also, we can see how revocation information related to the issued priv-
339 ileges can be stored and checked within the network.
340 In the rest of this section we first introduce our proposal's applica-
341 tion scenarios and the assumptions we made about the used P2P net-
342 work. Then, we present separately how the user authentication and
343 authorization is done in our proposal including the data structures
344 and the flow of communication used.

345 4.1. Application scenarios and assumptions

346 Before describing the main components of our architecture, in this
347 section we describe its intended scenarios and the assumptions we do
348 about the used P2P overlay network.
349 As discussed in the previous section, our proposal is intended for
350 both decentralized and centralized P2P systems with any network ac-
351 cess policy (open-access, restricted, etc.). In relation to the structure of
352 the P2P network, although it could be used with both, our proposal is
353 more intended for structured than for unstructured P2P networks. For
354 structured P2P networks,where resources are distributed along the net-
355 work using a Distributed Hash Table (DHT) (users neither have direct
356 control nor store their own resources), our application framework per-
357 fectly suits to control the access to the users' resources. However, in un-
358 structured P2P networks users typically store and have direct control
359 over their own resources, making the application of our proposal less
360 practical. We assume, therefore, the use of a structured (Distributed
361 Hash Table (DHT)-based) P2P network such as, for example, Chord
362 [12]. This DHT overlay implements replication (being the number of
363 replicas configurable) to prevent amalicious node from denying the ex-
364 istence of a resource. Also, resources can be signed and timestamped to
365 prevent malicious resource modification and replay attacks.
366 Users have a nodeID and, usually, a username1 which can be
367 assigned using any of the methods we describe later in Section 4.2.

368These credentials also determine some locations of the network
369(resourceIDs) where they can store, modify and share their resources:
370resourceID = Hash(nodeID) and resourceID = Hash(username). Be-
371sides, despite the fact that its name seems to represent a single entity,
372each resourceID may contain several resources of different types.
373Since we want our framework to be application independent, we do
374not define the specific resourceIDs each user has privileges and the
375kind or the amount of data they can contain, but only assume that
376each user, based on the application's specifications used, has privileges
377over certain resourceIDs.

3784.2. User authentication

379We assume that all the possible users of the systemhave a X.509 PKC
380compliant with the standard described in the RFC5280 [7] that grants
381their identities. This certificate could be issued using any of the existing
382certificationmodels, either decentralized or centralized, presented in the
383literature and already discussed in Section 2.2: by self-generation (users'
384self-signed certificates), by a decentralized certification authority
385formed by themembers of the network themselves, by a system certifi-
386cation authority (either online or offline), by any external certification
387authority such as the government of a country that issues an electronic
388ID card to all its citizens, etc.
389It is desirable that these PKCs are only a proof of the users' identity
390and do not authorize any access to the network or its resources. This ap-
391proach has two main advantages with respect to identity-based autho-
392rization models: first, the user identity certificate does not necessarily
393have to be issuedwithin the system and external sources of authentica-
394tion can be used (e.g. Electronic ID Card). Second, and as a consequence
395of the first advantage, a user can have a single identity certificate (as it
396should be because the identity of a user is unique) and can use it as a
397source of authentication with any system instead of requiring one dif-
398ferent identity certificate for any of the systems it has access to.
399However, we are aware that our approach is not feasible in certain
400scenarios. Some already developed structured P2P networks, such as
401the based on the RELOAD protocol [3], use an identity-based authoriza-
402tion model where PKCs (either issued by the system's CA or self-signed
403by the users themselves) include, apart from the user's identity, a few
404privileges (specifically its username andnodeID). In such cases, our pro-
405posed authorizationmodel serves to complement the privileges already
406defined in the user 's PKC. Another proposal exists for split certification
407in structured P2P networks [29] where users and devices are represent-
408ed by different PKCs. Although this proposal is not specifically analyzed
409in this paper, the application of our authorization framework to such an

1 Excluding some special applications and entities such as gateways that might only re-
quire a valid nodeID.

Fig. 1. Overview of possible authentication and authorization architectures for P2P scenarios.
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410 authentication proposal is straightforward, using ACs to assign privi-
411 leges not only to users, but also to devices.

412 4.3. User authorization

413 Our proposed authorization framework is based on the recently pub-
414 lished Internet Attribute Certificate Profile for Authorization [6]. In it, au-
415 thorization is granted using X.509 ACs [20] which associate privileges
416 with the identity of the user defined in its PKC. ACs allow the privileges
417 to have a different policy of certification, lifetime, etc. than the user's
418 PKC. Moreover, ACs can be issued by several entities (Authorization Au-
419 thorities, users granting access to their resource to other users, etc.) differ-
420 ent from the issuer of the user's PKC. In the rest of this section we
421 introduce the data structures used and the processes to be followed in
422 order to assign, revoke and use privileges with the proposed approach.

423 4.4. Attribute Certificates

424 Before describing how privileges can be assigned, revoked and used
425 within the proposed approach, we introduce the data structure used in
426 our proposed system to represent them, i.e. the Attribute Certificates
427 (ACs). ACs serve to issue any possible privilege in the system: privileges
428 issued by one user (e.g. user A allows user B accessingA's resources), priv-
429 ileges to access the system (e.g. username and nodeID), privileges to ac-
430 cess services offered by others within the system (PSTN Gateway), etc.
431 The structure and fields of the ACs (following the profile standard-
432 ized in [6]) used in our system are described in Table 1.

433 4.5. Assignment of privileges

434 We describe below how privileges are assigned in the proposed ap-
435 proach using the described ACs. The flow of the assignment process is
436 graphically presented in Fig. 2. In this figure, we can see two different
437 entities: Requester (entity willing to acquire a new privilege) and Issuer
438 (entity granting the privilege). Requester is always a user of the net-
439 work, while Issuer can be another user of the network or a third entity
440 providing services within the network. Also, if the network is central-
441 ized, Issuer can be an administrative entity (such as an offline CA)
442 used to acquire the privileges needed to access the network.
443 Despite the fact that usually the communication between both enti-
444 ties goes through several intermediate hops within the structured P2P
445 network, it is shown in the figure as a direct communication for simplic-
446 ity. This process has five steps:

447 • Step 1: Requester creates a request REQ (the structure of this message
448 is application dependent) to demand some privilege and signs REQ
449 with its private key PrKreq.
450 • Step 2: Requester attaches to REQ its credentials (PKCreq + ACreq or
451 only PKCreq depending on the authentication model used: pure, hy-
452 brid, etc.) and sends it to Responder.
453 • Step 3: After receiving the request, Issuer:

454 1. Checks requester's credentials; i.e. PKCreq and ACreq (if needed) sat-
455 isfy the network access policy (self-signed or signed by a CA or…).
456 Issuer also checks that the signature of REQ has been done with
457 PrKreq, i.e. the PrK related to the presented PKCreq, in order to
458 check that Requester is actually who it says it is.
459 2. If the previous checkwas successful, Issuer checks that Requester sat-
460 isfies the requirement needed to obtain the requested privilege
461 (these requirements are application specific).
462 3. If all the previous checks were successful, Issuer creates an AC
463 (ACpriv) following the structure presented in Table 1 that is signed
464 with the Issuers PrK (PrKiss) and grants the privilege. If any of the
465 verification check fails, Issuer creates an answer ANS, signed with
466 Issuers PrK (PrKiss), denying the privilege. This negative ANS is appli-
467 cation specific and could include more information about why the
468 privilege was denied.

t1:1Table 1
t1:2Attribute Certificate structure.

t1:3Attribute Certificates

t1:4Field name Description

t1:5acinfo.version Represents the version of the AC
used. It should be v2 (1)

t1:6acinfo.holder.baseCertificateID.issuer References the PKC to which this
AC applies (the user who receives
the privileges). This field
represents the issuer of the
holder's PKC (creator of the user
PKC). It must be equal to the field
in the PKC of the holder (user who
receives the privileges)

t1:7acinfo.holder.baseCertificateID.serial References the PKC to which this
AC applies (the user who receives
the privileges). This field
represents the serial number of the
holder's PKC (creator of the user
PKC). It must be equal to the field
in the PKC of the holder (user who
receives the privileges)

t1:8acinfo.issuer.v2Form.issuerName Name (in its PKC) of the issuer
(entity assigning the privileges)

t1:9acinfo.signature Algorithm's identifier used to
validate the AC. It can be any of the
algorithms defined in the standard
[20]

t1:10serialNumber Serial number of the AC. The pair
issuer/serialNumber must be
unique

t1:11acinfo.attrCertValidityPeriod.notBeforeTime Start of the period of validity of the
certificate

t1:12acinfo.attrCertValidityPeriod.notAfterTime End of the period of validity of the
certificate

t1:13acinfo.attributes.type[].value[] Set of privileges (not described
here because they are application
specific) the AC gives to the holder
(user)

t1:14acinfo.extensions.authorityKeyIdentitifer.key
Identifier

ResourceID where the PKC of the
AC's issuer is stored. This field and
the next two allow the PKC of the
AC's issuer to be found in order to
check the validity of the AC

t1:15acinfo.extensions.authorityKeyIdentitifer.au
thorityCertIssuer

Issuer of the PKC of the AC's issuer

t1:16acinfo.extensions.authorityKeyIdentitifer.au
thorityCertSerialNumber

Serial Number of the PKC of the
AC's issuer

t1:17acinfo.extensions.crlDistributionPoints This field must only be included if
revocation of this certificate is
possible and must point to the
resourceID where the revocation
information can be found

t1:18acinfo.extensions.noRevAvail This field must only be included if
revocation of this certificate is not
possible. It includes no data

t1:19signatureValue Signature of the issuer on the
certificate

Fig. 2. Assignment of privileges.
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469 • Step 4: Issuer attaches to ANS or ACpriv (depending on the decision) its
470 credentials (PKCiss and, if necessary, ACiss) that justify that Issuer is the
471 owner of the resource referenced by the privilege and sends it to Re-
472 quester.
473 • Step 5: Finally, after receiving the answer, Requester:

474 1. Checks Issuer's credentials; i.e. PKCiss and ACiss (if needed) satisfy
475 the network access policy (self-signed or signed by a CA).
476 2. If the previous check was successful, Requester checks that the an-
477 swer is legitimate, i.e. the signature of ANS or ACpriv has been done
478 with PrKiss (PrK related to the presented PKCiss). Also, if the an-
479 swer was an ACpriv granting the privilege, Requester checks that
480 ACpriv points to the PKCiss as issuer and that Issuer is actually the
481 owner of the resource ACpriv references (e.g. Hash(Issuer
482 Username) == Resource ID referenced by ACpriv).
483 3. Finally, if all the previous checkswere correct and the answerwas an
484 ACpriv, Requester stores ACpriv. If all the previous checks were cor-
485 rect and the answer was an ANS denying the privilege, Requester
486 can analyze the answer to find out why the privilege was denied.
487 Otherwise, if the previous checks were not correct, Requester dis-
488 cards the answer.

489

490 4.6. Revocation system

491 It seems reasonable for us to use short-lived certificates for granting
492 the user's privileges because this access is usually temporal: either relat-
493 ed to the necessity of temporally accessing the resources provided by
494 other members of the network or to some kind of temporal (daily,
495 weekly or monthly) subscription when the network is centrally man-
496 aged. Nevertheless, it is possible that these privileges have a longer du-
497 ration (such as a year or more) mainly when a hybrid proposal is used
498 and some of the user's privileges are included in the user's identity
499 PKC. In this case, to have a revocation alternative is reasonable.
500 Unfortunately, the traditional client–server revocation scheme is not
501 feasible for P2P systems because a CRL server must exist that should be
502 contacted every time a user wants to check a PKC or AC. With this in
503 mind, we have developed a fully distributed revocation scheme for
504 our proposed framework.
505 In the rest of this section we introduce the specific CRLs used in our
506 proposed revocation system, where to store them and the process that
507 must be followed to revoke a privilege.

508 4.6.1. Certificate Revocation List
509 In traditional client–server systems, CRLs are related to several certif-
510 icates (containing revocation information of all the users of the system).
511 However, the specific nature of P2P systems requires the CRLs to be
512 used in a different way. In our approach, a CRL is issued independently
513 for each privilege (one CRL for each revokedAC) and includes only its rev-
514 ocation information. This way, the revocation information related to an
515 AC can be easily found by requesting the resource specified in the AC
516 (using, for example, the typical dictionary access mode with the issuer
517 and the serial number of the AC as key). The revocation information relat-
518 ed to the users' privileges is distributed among the nodes of the network
519 to prevent the system from handling huge CRLs. Moreover, the fact that
520 CRLs can be discarded once the lifetime of the AC has ended also reduces
521 the amount of data related to revocation that has to be stored.
522 Similarly, in client–server approaches CRLs are issued periodically
523 which is unsuitable for P2P systems. In our approach, a CRL is only is-
524 sued when the privilege it references has been revoked. Therefore,
525 while an AC is valid, its issuer does not have to contact the responsible
526 node for the CRL to update it. This prevents the issuer of the privilege
527 from having to periodically contact the node responsible for the privi-
528 lege (particularly critical when the issuer of the privilege is an external
529 or centralized entity, such as an AA issuing the user's usernames), and

530has to do it only once when the AC is revoked. A CRL can be discarded
531when the lifetime of the AC associated with it ends.
532The structure and fields of the CRLs (following the profile standard-
533ized in [7]) used in our system for the revocation of privileges are pre-
534sented in Table 2.

5354.6.2. Location of revocation information
536To take advantage of the structured P2P network facilities and to
537avoid the inclusion of extra entities in the system, we propose to store
538the revocation information relative to the ACs issued by a member of
539the network in the same resourceIDswhere the resources these ACs ref-
540erence are stored. We have made this decision because these are the
541only resourceIDswhere the issuer can store information in the network.
542This specific location is referenced in all the ACs using the extension
543field crlDistributionPoints.
544However, there are cases (such as when a hybrid proposal is used)
545where revocation information is not only required about the ACs but
546also about the used PKCs. For such cases, where PKCs do not have the
547crlDistributionPoints extension, the resourceID can be calculated by a
548function of the specific network properties such as, for example,
549resourceID = Hash(user's username) or resourceID = Hash(user's
550nodeID).

t2:1Table 2
t2:2Certificate Revocation List.

t2:3Certificate Revocation List

t2:4Field name Description

t2:5tbsCertList.version Represents the version of the CRL
used. It should be v2 (1)

t2:6tbsCertList.signature Algorithm's identifier used to
validate the CRL. It can be any of
the defined in the standard [20]

t2:7tbsCertList.issuer Name (in its PKC) of the issuer of
the CRL (entity revoking
privileges)

t2:8tbsCertList.thisUpdate Date of the CRL
t2:9tbsCertList.nextUpdate Since in the proposed approach a

CRL is related to only one
privilege (AC) once it has been
revoked no further updates are
needed for it because the
revocation is final. Therefore, to
be consistent with the standard,
this field (usually used for the
date of the next CRL update) has
to be a later date than the
expiration date (notAfterTime
field) of the AC to which the CRL
is related

t2:10tbsCertList.revokedCertificates.userCertificate Contains the serial number of the
revoked certificate

t2:11tbsCertList.revokedCertificates.revocationDate Contains the date of revocation of
the revoked certificate

t2:12tbsCertList.crlExtensions.AuthorityKeyIden
tifier.keyIdentifier

It points to the resourceID where
the PKC of the CRL's issuer is
stored, therefore identifying the
public key to be used to verify the
signature of this CRL. This field
and the next two allow the PKC of
the CRL's issuer to be found in
order to check the validity of the
CRL

t2:13tbsCertList.crlExtensions.AuthorityKeyIden
tifier.authorityCertIssuer

Issuer of the PKC of the CRL's
issuer

t2:14tbsCertList.crlExtensions.AuthorityKeyIden
tifier.authorityCertSerialNumber

Points to the serial number of the
PKC of the CRL's issuer

t2:15tbsCertList.crlExtensions.crlNumber Sequence number of the CRL
t2:16signatureAlgorithm Algorithm's identifier used to

validate the CRL. It can be any of
the defined in the standard [20]

t2:17signatureValue Signature of the issuer on the CRL
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551 4.6.3. Revocation of privileges
552 To revoke a privilege of any kind, the Issuer (entity that previously
553 granted a privilege and now wants to revoke it) has to create a CRL
554 and has to send it to one of the nodes Responsible for the resourceID
555 the privilege references. The flow of the process is presented in Fig. 3:

556 • Step 1: Issuer creates a CRL (following the structure presented in
557 Table 2 that includes all the revocation information and it is signed
558 with Issuer's PrK, PrKiss) to request the revocation of a privilege.
559 • Step 2: Issuer attaches to CRL its credentials (PKCiss and, if necessary,
560 ACiss proving it as the issuer of the privilege it wants to revoke). Then
561 localizes the ResourceIDwhere the information should be stored (fol-
562 lowing Section 4.6.2) and sends it to one of the nodes Responsible for
563 this resourceID (the one chosen depends on the network topology
564 plugin used).
565 • Step 3: After receiving the message with the CRL, Responsible:
566 1. Checks Issuer's credentials; i.e. PKCiss and ACiss (if needed) satisfy
567 the network access policy (self-signed or signed by a CA).
568 2. If the previous check was successful, Responsible checks that the
569 CRL is legitimate, i.e. it points to the presented PKCiss as issuer
570 and its signature has been donewith PrKiss (PrK related to the pre-
571 sented PKCisss).
572 3. Then, Responsible checks that Issuer is actually the owner of the
573 resourceID (e.g. Hash(Issuer Username) == ResourceID).
574 4. If all the previous checkwere successful, Responsible stores the CRL
575 and creates an answer ANS (signed with its PrK, PrKres) that con-
576 firms the requested operation. Otherwise, if any of the previous
577 checks were unsuccessful, creates an answer ANS (signed with its
578 PrK, PrKres) denying the operation.
579 • Step 4: Responsible attaches to ANS its credentials (PKCres and, if nec-
580 essary, ACres) that justify that Responsible is one of the nodes respon-
581 sible for storing the resource referenced by the ACpriv (and, therefore,
582 for storing the CRL) and sends it to Issuer.
583 • Step 5: After receiving the answer, Issuer:
584 1. Checks Responsible's credentials; i.e. PKCres and ACres (if needed)
585 satisfy the network access policy (self-signed or signedby aCAor…).
586 2. If the previous check was successful, Issuer checks that the answer is
587 legitimate, i.e. the signature of ANS has been done with PrKres (PrK
588 related to the presented PKCres), and that Responsible is actually
589 one of the responsible nodes for storing the CRL (this last check de-
590 pends on the specific topology plugin used, e.g. in Chord rate of close-
591 ness between the Responsible's NodeID and the ResourceID
592 referenced by ACpriv).
593 • Step 6: If the operation was accepted, the topology plugin of the net-
594 work replicates the new CRL to all the nodes responsible for the rep-
595 licas of this resourceID. However, this replication can also be done
596 directly by the Issuer by communicatingwith all the replicas. This sec-
597 ond alternative has the advantage of preventing a single malicious
598 node (the contacted responsible for the resource) from preventing
599 the revocation and ensuring immediate consistency (revocation

600information is updated at the same time in all the replicas without
601having to wait for the topology plugin for updating the information).
602As drawbacks, this second approach requires more overheadwith the
603Issuer which needs to contact all the replicas instead of relaying in the
604topology plugin stabilization.

605

6064.7. Use of privileges

607We describe below how users can make use of the privileges they
608are assigned using the described ACs. The flow of the process is present-
609ed in Fig. 4. In this figure, we can see two different entities: Accessor
610(entity willing to access a resource) and Responsible (entity responsible
611for the resource); and five steps:

612• Step 1: Accessor creates a request REQ (the structure of thismessage is
613application dependent) to request access to a resource. Unlike thepre-
614vious cases (assignment and revocation of privileges), authorization
615may not be needed to access to a resource (e.g. access a public re-
616source, such as a CRL). In such cases it is not necessary to sign REQ.
617For the caseswhen authorization is needed (e.g. access a user's private
618resource), REQ must be signed with Accessor's private key (PrKacc).
619• Step 2: If authorization is not needed, Accessor creates a message only
620including REQ. Otherwise, if some kind of authorization is needed,
621Accessor attaches to REQ its credentials (PKCacc + ACacc or only
622PKCacc depending on the authentication model used: pure, hybrid,
623etc.) and, if the privilege needed to perform the access is not included
624in Accessors credentials (e.g. privilege to access other user's re-
625sources), an AC containing the necessary privilege (ACpriv). To end
626this step, Accessor sends the message to Responsible.
627• Step 3: After receiving the access request and if authorization is not
628needed, Responsible creates an answer ANS including either the re-
629quested resource (if it is available) or a negative answer (the resource
630does not exist). Otherwise, if authorization is needed, Responsible:
6311. Checks Accessor's credentials, i.e. PKCacc and ACacc (if needed) satis-
632fy the network access policy (self-signed or signed by a CA or …).
633Also, if revocation is enabled in the system, itmust check that the cre-
634dentials havenot been revoked. Two cases canhappenhere: Accessor
635is the owner of the resource and, therefore, its revocation information
636would be available locally, or Accessor is another user and the revo-
637cation information must be requested (using a non-authorized
638REQ) to the node of the network responsible for storing it.
6392. If the previous checkwas successful and the needed privileges to per-
640form the access are included in Accessor's credentials (e.g. Accessor is
641trying to access a resource with resourceID = Hash(Username in-
642cluded in Accessors ACacc)) the access is granted. However, if the
643previous check was successful but the needed privileges to perform
644the access are not included in Accessor's credentials, Responsible
645has to check ACpriv:
646(a) ACpriv must reference the requested resource.
647(b) ACprivmust be legitimate, i.e. it points to the resourceID's owner
648PKC (PKCown) as Issuer and its signature has beendonewith the
649PrKown (PrK related to the resources owner PKC).

Fig. 3. Revocation of privileges. Fig. 4. Use of privileges.
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650 (c) ACpriv must be valid, Responsible must check (locally) that no
651 revocation information is available neither for the resource
652 owner's credentials nor for the ACpriv itself.

653

654 3. If all the previous checks were successful, Responsible creates an
655 answer ANS (signed with its PrK, PrKres) including either the re-
656 quested resource (if it is available) or a negative answer (the re-
657 source does not exist).
658 • Step 4: Responsible sends ANS to Accessor and, if the ANS has been
659 signed, also includes in themessage its credentials (PKCres and, if nec-
660 essary, ACres to prove it is in fact the responsible for the resource).
661 • Step 5: After receiving the answer and if authorization is not needed,
662 Accessor can use the received information. Otherwise, if authorization
663 is needed Accessor:

664 1. Checks Responsible's credentials, i.e. PKCres and ACres (if needed)
665 satisfy the network access policy (self-signed or signedby a CAor…).
666 2. If the previous checkwas successful, Accessor checks that the answer
667 is legitimate, i.e. the signature of ANS has been donewith PrKres (PrK
668 related to the presented PKCres), and that Responsible is actually one
669 of the responsible for storing the resource (this last check depends on
670 the specific topology plugin used, e.g. in Chord rate of closeness be-
671 tween the Responsible's NodeID and the ResourceID).
672 3. If all the previous checks were correct, it can use the received
673 information.

674

675 5. Evaluation

676 In this section, we present an evaluation of our proposed authoriza-
677 tion framework. In order to do this evaluation not only in absolute terms
678 but also in relative terms, we have applied our proposed authorization
679 framework to the IETF P2P standard, the RELOAD protocol [3], and we
680 have evaluated it against the original identity-based authorization ap-
681 proach used by the protocol (previously described in Section 2).
682 We first analyze the performance of both models in terms of their
683 communication and computational costs. This analysis has been carried
684 out both theoretically and with simulations using the P2P overlay sim-
685 ulation framework OverSim [30] and shows that, in addition to its flex-
686 ibility improvements (described in Section 4), our proposed approach
687 reduces the cost of the assignment of privileges, has only a slight over-
688 head associatedwith its verification and uses a very competitive distrib-
689 uted revocation mechanism. After the performance analysis, we
690 highlight the advantages of the proposed approach while using stan-
691 dard methods. Finally, a study about the security of both schemes
692 shows that the proposed approach not only maintains the security of
693 identity-based authorization models but also offers additional security
694 functionalities.

695 5.1. Performance of proposed authorization approach

696 We present an analysis of the cost of the main operations of our au-
697 thorization proposal in the context of RELOAD [3] and we compare
698 them with the cost of the RELOAD original identity-based approach.
699 Communication cost is measured in terms of the number of messages
700 required to establish communication and the number of cryptographic
701 operations that should be performed to carry out an action. The compu-
702 tational cost to establish each communication is not included in our
703 analysis because it depends on the protocol used: TCP/IP (Transmission
704 Control Protocol/Internet Protocol) communication, TLS (Transport
705 Layer Security), DTLS (DatagramTransport Layer Security), IPSec (Inter-
706 net Protocol Security), etc. However, since this cost is constant and is in-
707 dependent of the authorization proposal used, this simplification does
708 not affect our comparison results.
709 This analysis has been carried out both theoretically and with simu-
710 lations using the P2P overlay simulation framework OverSim [30].

711Before starting the analysis, we present the notations and the system
712configuration used in the tests:

713• In our analysis we compare the RELOAD protocol [3] using our pro-
714posed authorization framework against its original identity-based au-
715thorization based on the usage for shared resources using delegation
716ACLs [10] with the following configuration:
717– The authentication model used for the test is a hybrid one with an
718open-access access control policy. In order to access to the network,
719users create a self-signed certificate that includes a nodeID =
720Hash(PK) and a username freely chosen by the user.
721– User resources are stored at ResourceID = Hash(NodeID).

722

723• We define the parameter Comm to represent the cost required to es-
724tablish a communication between two entities of the system.
725• The operational cost ismeasured in terms of themain RSA-1024 oper-
726ation whose performance2 is RSAverify 110,000 verify/s and RSAsign

7276000 sign/s.

728

7295.1.1. Theoretical performance analysis
730In this section we analyze theoretically the cost of assignment, revo-
731cation and use of privileges in both authorization proposals.

732• Assignment of privileges: The cost of issuing privileges.
7331. Communication cost: In the proposed authorization approach a
734communication should be established between Requester and the
735Issuer of Privileges. In the identity-based authorization approach a
736communication should be established between Requester and Issu-
737er, another one between Issuer and Responsible for the resource to
738modify the ACL of the resource affected and one extra communica-
739tion between Responsible and each resource's replica to update
740them.3 So the cost is One Comm in the proposed approach and
7412 + NumReplicas Comm in the identity-based approach.
7422. Computational cost: In the proposed approach:

743In the identity-based approach:

2 Using theOpenSSL (version 0.9.8 g) speed test in anUbuntu 10.04 (lucid) 64-bitswith
kernel Linux 2.6.32-25 running over an Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Quad CPU Q8200 @ 2.33GHz
with 4GB of RAM.

3 As for the case of our proposal's revocation system, these communications could be al-
so performed by Issuer. Anyway, the global overhead of the system is the same.
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744745

746 • Revocation of privileges: As we have pointed out earlier, we recom-
747 mend the use of short-lived AC for most scenarios. However, there
748 might be some scenarios or special privileges that may need revoca-
749 tion. Below,we compare the cost of revocation in our proposed autho-
750 rization approach with the cost of revoking privileges in the identity-
751 based one. It is important to note that while our approach allows re-
752 voking any kind of privilege, in the identity-based approach only the
753 privileges included in the ACLs can be revoked and for any privilege
754 included in theuser's PKC an external and centralized revocation serv-
755 er is needed.

756 1. Communication cost: In the proposed authorization approach a
757 communication should be established between the Issuer willing
758 to revoke the privilege and the Responsible of the resource that
759 the privileges references and one extra communication between
760 Responsible and each resource's replica to update the new revoca-
761 tion information.4 In the identity-based authorization approach a
762 communication should be established between the Issuer willing
763 to change the ACL and the Responsible of the resource that the
764 ACL references and one extra communication between Responsible
765 and each resource's replica to update the new ACL4. So the cost is
766 1 + NumReplicas Comm for both approaches.
767 2. Computational cost: In the proposed approach:

768 In the identity-based approach:769

770

771 • Use of privileges: Cost of using the existing privileges in both
772 proposals:
773 1. Communication cost: In both proposals, when a user wants to
774 use a privilege the user has to establish a communication with
775 the node responsible for it. So the cost is One Comm in both ap-
776 proaches.

7772. Computational cost: In both approaches, if the access does not
778need to be authorized, there is no computational cost (in terms
779of cryptographic operations).
780When the authorization is needed in our approach:

781When authorization is needed in the identity-based approach: 782

783

784Table 3 summarizes the theoretical performance cost analysis asso-
785ciated with the assignment, revocation and use of privileges in both
786approaches.

7875.1.2. Simulation
788To verify the theoretical performance analysis presented earlier, we
789have also simulated both authorization proposals with OverSim [30].
790For these simulations we have used the same configuration as for the
791theoretical analysis plus some additional parameters:

792• Simulation time: 5 days.
793• Number of nodes of the network: 100, 1000 and 10,000.
794• Interval of assignment of privileges: Every 8 h each node has a proba-
795bility of 0.3 of assigning a new privilege.5

796• Interval of revocation of privileges: Every 8 h each node has a proba-
797bility of 0.2 of revoking a privilege5.
798• Interval of use of privileges: We adopt the model presented in [31]
799(80% of inactive nodes — nodes that do not issue queries, the time
800spent until a node issues its first query is modeled by aWeibull distri-
801bution of parameters α = 0.9821 and λ = 0.02662, while the time
802spent between each of the following queries issued by a node is
803modeled by a Weibull distribution with a log-normal distribution of
804parameters δ = 1.625 and μ = 3.353).
805• Number of replicas: 4.

806

807As for the assignment of privileges, Fig. 4a and b Q8shows the number
808of messages and cryptographic operations performed per node during
809the simulation respectively. The simulation supports the theoretical
810analysis results presented earlier showing that the proposed approach
811significantly lowers the cost of the assignment of privileges in struc-
812tured P2P networks. The reason of this improvement is because the
813privileges in the proposed approach are sent directly to the user in an
814AC while in the identity-based approach they have to be granted by
815modifying the ACLs of the responsible node for the resource and all its
816replicas. The figures also demonstrate the good scalability of both our
817proposed approach and the identity-based approach: the overhead

4 Again, these communications could be also performed by Issuer incurring the same
global overhead.

5 In contrast to the interval of use of privileges that has been chosen using existing re-
searches, the intervals of assignment and revocation have been randomly chosen because
no research was found related to the intervals of assignment and revocation of privileges
in P2P systems.
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818 incurred by the nodes of the network during the assignment of privi-
819 leges is independent of the network size.
820 In relation to the revocation of privileges, Fig. 5a and b shows the
821 number of messages and cryptographic operations performed per
822 node during the simulation respectively. The results show that the
823 extra functionalities (revocation of any privilege including ACs and
824 PKCs) provided by our decentralized revocation scheme does not
825 incur any extra cost in comparison to the limited (it can only be used
826 to control the access to the network resources) ACL system used by
827 identity-based approach. Finally, in terms of scalability, with both ap-
828 proaches the overhead of the nodes of the network for the revocation
829 of privileges is independent of its size.
830 Finally, in relation to the cost of using privileges, simulations (Fig. 6a
831 and b) show similar results with both approaches in terms of messages
832 and a slightly overhead in terms of cryptographic operations with our
833 proposed approach (Fig. 7)Q9 . This overhead, as we have seen in the the-
834 oretical analysis, is caused by the extra operation needed to check the
835 ACpriv containing the user's privileges.

836 5.2. Standardization

837 All the mechanisms used in the proposed approach are based on
838 well-known standards: PKCs, ACs and CRLs. This is a major advantage

839in comparison with identity-based approaches that usually use non-
840standardized and application specific ACLs that could present several is-
841sues such as interoperability problems, security threats or additional
842performance overhead due to an unclear definition.

8435.3. Security

844From a security perspective, our certification model maintains the
845security of the identity-based approach related to the authentication
846of users because all users of the system still hold a PKC. How these
847PKCs are obtained (self-signed, issued by an offline CA, etc.) will deter-
848mine how resilient the system is to attacks such as Sybil Attacks [18], ID
849MappingAttacks [32] and so on; being the security of the authentication
850independent from the authorization alternative used.
851In relation to the authorization framework itself, as described in
852Section 4, all the requests and answers that need to be authorized are
853digitally signed. In the same way, all the PKCs, ACs and CRLs used are
854digitally signed. This ensures their authenticity and integrity. Also, in
855order to use a privilege it is necessary to prove the possession of the
856PKC the AC references ensuring, therefore, that only the intended user
857can use a privilege.
858If additional security services are needed (e.g. confidentiality) we
859rely on the specific P2P routing algorithm used for the application. All

t3:1 Table 3
t3:2 Theoretical performance analysis.

t3:3 Performance analysis

t3:4 Our proposal Identity-based

t3:5 *Assign Communication cost One (2 + NumReplicas)
t3:6 Computational cost 2RSAsign + 4RSAverify (4 + NumReplicas)RSAsign + (8 + 4NumReplicas)RSAverify)
t3:7 *Revoke Communication cost (1 + NumReplicas) (1 + NumReplicas)
t3:8 Computational cost (2 + NumReplicas)RSAsign + (4 + 4NumReplicas)RSAverify) (2 + NumReplicas)RSAsign + (4 + 4NumReplicas)RSAverify)
t3:9 *Use Communication cost One One
t3:10 Computational cost 2RSAsign + 5RSAverify 2RSAsign + 4RSAverify

Fig. 5. Simulation results for the assignment of privileges.
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860 the users of the network holding a PKC can be used to grant the authen-
861 tication, integrity and confidentiality of the communications using the
862 pair PK/PrK. Protocols such as TLS, DTLS or IPSec can be used to secure
863 these communications hop-by-hop6, while application specific solu-
864 tions (encryption, unique identifiers) can provide complementary
865 end-to-end protection. Again, choosing one mechanism or the other
866 and its security is independent of the authorization proposal used. How-
867 ever, special attention should be given to replay attacks (attacker cap-
868 turing a user's request and resending it later to get unauthorized
869 access to a resource). As we commented before, typical end-to-end so-
870 lutions (TLS, DTLS, etc.) cannot be used in P2P systems because most
871 of the peers are not directly connected. Therefore, it is crucial that the
872 application specific request contains some mechanism (timestamp,
873 unique identifier, etc.) to prevent this kind of attack.
874 In relation to the distributed revocation, a reasonable decision (see
875 Section 4.6.3) should be made about relying on the replication of the
876 network topology plugin (more efficient) or making Issuer communi-
877 cate with all the replicas (less efficient but quicker and more secure).
878 Finally, applications can implement resource encryption to avoid a
879 malicious node responsible for a resource from revealing its content to
880 unauthorized users, signature over the resources to grant their integrity
881 and use replication to prevent a singlemalicious node from denying ac-
882 cess to the resources it is responsible for (availability).
883 In addition, our proposed approach supports several security im-
884 provements compared to the identity-based approaches:

885 • The possibility of taking advantage of external trusted sources of au-
886 thentication, such as Electronic Identity Cards.

887• The inclusion of a distributed revocation mechanism that permits the
888easy revocation of both PKCs and ACs to prevent identity theft in case
889an attacker had compromised them. In our proposed revocation sys-
890tem, CRLs are stored in several locations that can be checked by a
891user. This prevents a malicious node responsible for a CRL from deny-
892ing its existence (availability) while the CRL's signature prevents a
893malicious node responsible for a CRL from answering with a fake or
894modified CRL (authenticity and integrity).
895• Support for privacy of the user's privileges. Privileges are provided
896using a different AC for each privilege. ACs are private to users and
897should only be presented to the node responsible for the resources.
898This is in contrast to identity-based approaches which must maintain
899public ACLs (that reveal to every node in the systemwhich users have
900privileges over a resource).

901

9026. Conclusion

903In this research we have presented a new authorization scheme for
904structured P2P networks based on a clear differentiation between the
905concepts of authentication and authorization. This differentiation is
906built on the use of Attribute Certificates that link the privileges of a
907user within the system with the user's identity represented by a public
908key certificate. We have also presented a distributed revocation system
909that can be established within the structured P2P network and does not
910need the intervention of any external server.
911Our proposed approach solves the limitations of identity-based ap-
912proaches by allowing the definition of a finer-grain access control sys-
913tem over the systems' resources and the establishment of different
914durations for the user's privileges. The evaluation conducted on our pro-
915posed framework shows that it is not only more flexible than identity-

Fig. 6. Simulation results for the revocation of privileges.

6 Although these are typically end-to-end security solutions, they cannot usually pro-
vide such a service in a structured P2P network because not all peers are directly connect-
ed among them, but to a few peers known as neighbors.
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916 based approaches but also more secure and efficient in the assignment
917 of privileges while preserving its simple infrastructure. In addition, our
918 proposed approach minimizes overheads involved when certificates
919 are revoked.
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